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Central Banking Enters Politics –
ECB versus Syriza: The Game is Afoot
by Gordon Kerr and John Butler, with Enrico Colombatto
Is the standoff between the ECB and Greece in any sense subtle, or simply a car
crash waiting to happen? We explain why being the first to defect may in fact
benefit Greece. With low sympathy for formal (fiscal) debt forgiveness, we expect
pressure to increase further on the ECB.
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After its January 25th elevation to power in Greece,
Syriza’s top ministers wasted
no time in demanding that the
troika write off a substantial
chunk of Greece’s $300 bil-

lion debt. Given that almost
every senior European politician had in the previous three
weeks reiterated his/her nation’s implacable opposition
to debt forgiveness, such a

crude strategy was seized upon by mainstream media as
proof that Syriza was run by
impertinent political novices.

 click to continue to next page

Regulations: Love them or loathe
them, they haven’t cleaned up
the banking business.
by Gordon Kerr and John Butler, with Enrico Colombatto
IREF‘s FFF Newsletter brings
you monthly our analysts‘ exclusive inside scoop on latest
trends in European central
banking and financial markets,
and their likely future impact.
Subscribe for free at

Deutsche Bank’s CEO hails the new banking regulations. His counterpart at JP
Morgan denigrates them. This, and further misconduct news just confirm that
banking is still in worse shape than nearly all commentators and regulators
appear to recognise.
Deutsche:
Regulations
are good
At the annual meeting of
the World Economic Forum in
Davos, the head of Deutsche
Bank gave a speech praising
the welter of post-crisis bank
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Your email will not ever be given to anyone or used for any other
purpose. Past issues can be found in the Archive section of the
Institute’s website. (New issues are added after a small delay).

regulations. “The bulk of regulatory reform was much
needed….Did banks have
enough capital for the risk
they were carrying? No, I
would say not.” Observing
that banks would, absent the

regulations, have in any event
“changed their models” since
the crisis, he doubted whether
“we would have moved this
fast or by this quantum” without them.
on page 2)
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The Institute for Research in Economic and Fiscal Issues was founded in 2002 to establish an efficient platform to investigate fiscal and
taxation questions. Eager to cross knowledge from economics, statistics, law studies and politics, IREF seeks to create a starting place for
thoughts and proposals about taxation policy.
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(cont‘d) ECB versus Syriza: Game Afoot...
What Greeks proposed
Yanis Varoufakis, who
describes his own position in
modern economic thinking
as akin to “an atheist theologian in a Middle Ages monastery,” has just completed a
whistle stop tour of fellow
EU finance ministries to
explain his presentational
recommendations for the
debt write off. To enable his
creditors to save face, he
proposes that instead of a
formal debt write off, the
ECB, IMF and EU should
posure is by calculating the
agree to
• (a) a menu of instruments present value of the future
with coupons linked to promised cash-flows. In the
Greece’s GDP growth, and case of proposition b), even
• (b) perpetual bonds with your authors could personally afford to assume the envery low coupons.
tire national
This
announcement was Regarding proposed debt of Greece
it
widely
misre- perpetual bonds, even were
“swapped”
for
ported. Whilst
your authors could
we sympathise
personally afford to $300 billion
of zero couwith
nonassume the entire
pon perpetual
bankers’ mistakenly concluding national debt of Greece debt. It is true
that, by main- were it “swapped” for that the actual
$300 billion of zero Varoufakis
taining the prior
quantums
of coupon perpetual debt. proposition is
not of a “zero
nominal principal indebtedness, Syriza was coupon” literally, but it is
now offering to honour the still unrealistically small and
debt and renege on election- time discounting makes it
eering promises to tear it pretty much on par with zero
up, specialist financial com- anyway.
As for proposition a),
mentators should not have
offering to issue bonds with
been so easily duped.
But most of them were. coupons linked to Greek
For example, London’s most GDP growth shows Syriza’s
read financial daily paper, confidence in its negotiating
position. The ECB parried
“City AM” on February 5th:
by announcing that as of
“Greece has abandoned February 11th it will no longdemands for a write-off of er treat Greek sovereign
foreign debt and has instead bonds as eligible collateral
proposed swapping the out- for its repo activities. These
standing debt for growth- words were longhand for
stating that it will henceforth
linked bonds.”
exclude Greek banks from
What proposals actually the club of struggling instimean
tutions that can rely on the
The universal metric by ECB to keep them afloat.
The mainstream view is
which bankers measure exthat, if neither side blinks,
Page2

only conceivable next move
will be to revive its drachma
which would devalue (given
lack of investor confidence
in the currency of a newly
defaulted country), thus exacerbating economic hardship due to the country’s
reliance on imports.

the ECB will be damaged in
the impending head-on collision. Yet, Greece will come
off much worse. For the
ECB a Grexit will of course
represent a potentially fatal
setback on the pathway to
completion of monetary,
banking and perhaps fiscal
union. But for Greece, the

Advantages of being the
first to defect
We suspect that Varoufakis is considerably
shrewder than many believe.
With unemployment at 25%
and an economy that has
shrunk 23% since 2008,
Syriza have neither any realistic hope, nor political mandate, to honour the bulk of
foreign debt. But the Greeks
surely believe that an advantage could be gained by
being the first to defect for
the following reasons:

WHY A COUNTRY MAY FIND IT ADVANTAGEOUS
TO LEAVE THE EURO NOW:

 The ECB’s July 2012
fix, promising to “do whatever it takes” to save the
euro, was never backed by
any actual policy and is
now exposed as toothless.
Its January 2015 €1 trillion
QE was a measure even
the ECB was reluctant to
take, and will achieve nothing except buying time.
Problems are building in
Spain and Italy, so Greece
will be doing everyone a
favour by being the first to
renege on unaffordable debt.

 Europe’s political leaders, refusing to countenance a fiscal bailout of
Greece (formal debt forgiveness), are hoping for
some magic from the financial engineers at the ECB.
Yet, the current German position suggests that this option is unlikely to materialize.

 Banking systems of many
countries in the Eurozone
are in far worse shape
than nearly all financial
analysts, rating agencies,
economists and commentators believe. It would be
good to get out before they
realise and panic ensues.

 return to p1
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(cont‘d) Regulations haven’t cleaned up banking...
Given the scale of systemic meltdown, is it not
rather obvious that banks
had insufficient capital for
their risks? Leaving aside
the failure of anyone to put
this point to Deutsche’s
Chief Executive, the statement was perhaps more
noteworthy in revealing that
most senior bankers are effectively members of a wellheeled club. The unwritten
code of conduct dictates that
great respect, bordering on

within days Deutsche, Barclays and Citibank announced that they had lost
$400 million between them.
But wasn’t the Volcker Rule
supposed to ban proprietary
trading?
Well, it banned some. But
how many politicians and
regulators knew that FX
trading is actually excluded
from
the

Regulations

GOOD

“assault” that might undermine the entire US economy, he claimed.
JP Morgan: Regulations
are bad
What prompted this statement? An announcement by
the US Justice Department
that it appears to have uncovered multiple examples
of
much

Regulations

BAD

than writing out the cheque
for the latest mega-fine.
It is perhaps understandable that following years of
lawsuits Mr Dimon would
prefer to get some closure
around the myriad disputes.
Of course, this is selfserving.
Reality:
Regulations
haven’t
cleaned
up
banking
There is no concrete evidence that the “Too Big To

Fail” banks have fundamenworse
foreign-exchange
tally cleaned up their acts;
market manipulation than
previously thought. Dimon
sufficiently
recapitalised,
referred to this
reformed opaque
sort of behavand misleading
There is no concrete
iour
as
accounting prac“stepping in evidence that the “Too Big tices; properly
To Fail” banks have
investigated alledogshit, which
we do every fundamentally cleaned up gations of malnow
and
practice; or gentheir acts; sufficiently
then”. Perhaps
erally embraced
recapitalised, reformed
he has been
the spirit, let
opaque and misleading
alone the letter,
spooked
by
accounting practices.
of the various
the realisation
that criminal
new regulations
proceedings for fraud, if
such as the Volcker Rule.
brought, will target individuals: a somewhat less enjoyaBanking is today more
ble experience for bankers
dangerously
leveraged,
fraudulent and dishonest
What is the Volcker Rule?
than it was prior to the
The rules, formally known as section 619 of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer ProtecGlobal Financial Crisis.
tion Act, went into effect April 1, 2014, with banks' full compliance required by July 21, 2015.
The fact that many bank
The rule allows banks to continue market making, underwriting, hedging, trading of government securichiefs unabashedly conties, insurance company activities, offering hedge funds and private equity funds, and acting as agents,
tend otherwise provides
brokers or custodians. Banks may continue to offer these services to their customers and generate profstrong circumstantial eviits from providing these services. However, banks cannot engage in these activities if doing so would
dence to this effect.
create a material conflict of interest, expose the institution to high-risk assets or trading strategies, or
return to p1
generate instability within the bank or within the overall U.S. financial system.
(investopedia.com)

deference, is paid to regulators and central bankers.

strictures of the Volcker
Rule, which was supposed
to have made banks safer by
Deference is a
banning
Deutsche’s CEO’s statement proprietary
façade
was more noteworthy in
However, two
trading?
events in January revealing that most senior Secondly,
supported the interthe otherbankers are effectively
pretation of such
wise cosy
members of a well-heeled
speeches as pure
feel to the
custard pie sops club which that great respect, club
was
for the consump- bordering on deference, is ruffled mid
tion of politicians
-month by
paid to regulators and
and regulators.
an outburst
central bankers
Firstly,
when
from its de
the Swiss National Bank
facto leader, JP Morgan
abandoned its policy of enCEO Jamie Dimon. The
forcing a ceiling on its exwave of fines and new reguchange rate to the euro,
lations
constituted
an
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Latest articles on our website:
Greek jobs safest
in Eurozone

(Scan the QR code with your smartphone to go
to that article, or enter en.irefeurope.org/XXX
where XXX is the number listed)

Econ. freedom down
€-zone, up outside it

TTIP: new wave
of corporatism?

New EU deficit rules
encourage profligacy

Greek debt is not at
all crippling

The 3% deficit is no longer
binding, in time for Italy to
break it. As long as you label
spending “investment” 1068

Greece should pay 4.6%
interest, but with refunds and
deferrals it’s already close to
Germany’s 2%. Fair? 1069

Tax cuts aren‘t
always good

Lack of economic
freedom in Greece

10 Myths Busted on
Fin. Transaction Tax

Raise withholding?
Very bad idea.

Greeks stay in their current
jobs much longer than anyone else. This hits the unemployed the hardest 1049

Decomposition of 2015 economic freedom index shows
some improvement in the EU,
mostly outside the € 1066

We dispel 10 popular myths
about a “Robin Hood Tax”,
supposed panacea to many
contemporary ills.
1046

Strong devaluation may not
be a salvation in a post-Euro
world in an economically
1065
unfree country.

FR.irefeurope.org

Trade provisions are good,
but investment part has
seeds of enhancing corporatism in EU and USA 1067

Italy nicely illustrates that tax
cuts need to go hand in hand
with spending cuts, otherwise it’s dangerous. 1033

Behavioural economists
propose higher withholding to
prevent tax cheating. We
show bad side-effects.1044

DE.irefeurope.org

La libéralisation
des professions
réglementées

Grèce : Pacta
sunt servanda

Öffentliche Haushalte: Schulden in
Fremdwährungen

Staatschuldenstan
d in Deutschland
höher denn je

Une élue coupée
des réalités

Mario Draghi,
John Law ou
Mephisto ?

Griechische Jobs
von längster Dauer
im Euroraum

TTIP und der BDI:
Unternehmer für
Freihandel?
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From IREF‘s Mission: Tax authorities are currently under the strain of two opposite forces: centralisation and harmonization on
one hand, devolution and competition and globalization on the other hand. Eager to cross knowledge from economics, statistics, law
studies and politics, IREF seeks to create a starting place for thoughts and proposals about taxation policy. In order to achieve its
goals, IREF is editing books, reports and academic studies on topics related to taxation. IREF’s experts are covering the European
current events related to taxation and economic policy and you can find every week on our website their comments and analysis.

